
Glasswashers

Satisfy your thirst for
   smudge-free glasses.

WE SELL



Why Jackson Glasswashers?
At Jackson, we believe you should never have to pay extra for the performance features you really 
need.  That’s why, unlike other manufacturers’ equipment, our glasswashers come standard with 
everything you need for superior cleaning and water- and energy efficiency, as well as other helpful 
features such as built-in chemical pumps and easily accessible controls for foolproof operation and 
performance.  With their competitive price, Jackson glasswashers are the best glass washing values 
in the industry. 

Resource Efficient
- Lower water usage reduces utility and chemical costs

-  Efficient 1/10-HP motor reduces electrical use

Exceptional Performance
- Cleans 1,200 glasses per hour

-  12” glass clearance improves capacity and helps prevent taller mugs, 
stemware and glasses from falling over

-  All stainless steel wash/rinse arms, end caps and manifold (no plastic) 
for durability

-  Composite rotary conveyor resists corrosion, prevents damage and 
chipping to glassware

Easy to Install, Operate and Maintain
-  Single-switch operation

-  Easy-to-remove stainless steel scrap screens

-  Re-positioned controls for chemical pump priming and adjustment

-  Convenient chemical storage for three one-gallon containers

-  Easy, side access to vacuum breakers without the use of tools

-  Virtually all components are front-accessible for ease of service

-  Hot or cold water final rinse allows customer to choose either chlorine – 
or iodine – based sanitizing agents

-  Available in both 208 and 115 volt models

Delta® 1200 / 115
Get sparkling results fast on our high-speed carousel

Chemical storage inside machine

High volume capacity



Resource Efficient
- ENERGY STAR® qualified

- Uses only 1.16 gallons per cycle

Exceptional Performance
- Approved by NSF as both a glasswasher and a dishwasher

-  Cleans 40 racks (1,440 glasses) per hour

-  11-1/2” clearance accommodates taller mugs, stemware and glasses

-  Sustaining heating element maintains proper water temperatures

-  Built-in scrap accumulator prevents drain from clogging

Easy to Install, Operate and Maintain
- Easily accessible, side panel controls

-  Built-in chemical pumps and priming switches

-  Powerful 1 HP wash pump motor

-  Specially designed racks for a wide range of uses

-  Dial temperature gauge for constant temperature monitoring

-  Air gap design eliminates potential contamination and service calls

-  Delime/manual wash switch

-  Easy-to-clean wash arms with removable end plugs

-  Durable stainless steel construction

-  Adjustable bullet feet

Delta® 5-E
Discover a glasswasher that’s also a dishwasher

Choose either our versatile Delta 5-E model that cleans 
both glasses and dishes, or our high-speed Delta 1200 
/ 115 carousel models.  Our warewashing specialists will 
help you determine the perfect model to suit your needs. 

Accommodates glasses up to 
11-1/2” high

Air gap eliminates possible 
water leaks
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Flights / Conveyors / Door-Type / Glasswashers / Undercounters 

From the very beginning, Jackson is there to ensure your equipment is working to 
its full potential. At the time of installation, our Jackson Authorized Service Agent 
(ASA) will run the machine to verify that all electrical, water, and drain hookups 
are correct, the machine turns on and off, there are no leaks, and the pumps are 
rotating in the proper direction. If the installation is performed by anyone other than a 
Jackson ASA, we recommend that the customer contact Jackson Technical Service 
to schedule our Performance and Installation Check. After the installation is powered 
and plumbed, this complimentary Jackson service verifies the installation; checks and 
adjusts temps, cycle times, and parts; and evaluates all the operation/performance 
capabilities of the unit.

Complimentary Performance 
& Installation Check

Jackson WWS, Inc. is a full-line supplier of high-quality commercial dishmachines 
including flights, conveyors, door-types, glasswashers and undercounters.  Founded in 
1925, Jackson stands by their “Clean the First Time®” commitment with dishmachines 
that deliver optimal cleaning performance while reducing labor, chemical and utility 
costs. With more standard features, lower operating and acquisition costs and our 
network of factory-certified technicians, Jackson sets the standard for warewashing.  For 
more information about Jackson and its full line of warewashing solutions, please visit 
www.jacksonwws.com or call 1.888.800.5672.

About Jackson
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